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ABSTRACT
A study of the optimal combination of language

students for participation in an oral group exercise used a
story-creating activity in which each student was required to
memorize a single sentence and, by discussing the sentences with each
other, arrive at a sensible order for them. Three types of verbal
interaction were recorded: repetition of the memorized sentence by
its "owner," ordering of sentences, and seeking and giving
clarification. Four groups of eight students each were studied: one
high-proficiency, one low-proficiency, and two groups with four
high-proficiency and four low-proficiency students. It was found that
repetition was evenly spread Within end among groups, that
sentence-ordering was more common in the homogeneous groups, and that
clarification depended CA proficiency in the target language and
relationships within the group. Further research into the kinds of
group composition and activities that contribute most to learning is
recommended, focusing on three arrangements: superior-inferior, in
which one learner has all the information; combining, in which each
learner has different information; and cooperating, in which each
Darner has the same information and in which the participants work
together. A final observation is that the teacher has an important
role to play in facilitating learning and providing the most
favorable opportunities for participation in language activities.
(MSE)
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Opportunities for Learning through the
Communicative Approach

A danger of the communicative approach, as it is applied to the
learning of spoken language, is that it underplays the contribution
that the teat her can make to learning.

This paper looks at the ways various pair and group arrange-
ments provide an opportunity for learning a language. By lockingat
research on the strip story in particular, we can examine the teacher's
role in providing opportunity for participation in language activities.

Coadidoas for Language Acquisition
Several writers have described the conditions that they consider

to be essential for the acquisition of another isuiguage (Krashen 1981:
Terrell 1982). Briefly, acquisition occurs as a result of understanding
messages which the learners are interested in, and which include
some language which is just beyond their present level of proficiency.
The essential features are that the learners

(1) understand
(2) are interested in understanding
(3) meet some new material which is understandable through

context
(4) are not worried or threatened by the activity
As I will show, it is not difficult for teachers to arrange various

types of activities where these conditions occur. However, from a
practical point of view, there is one more essential condition if learn-
ing is to occur. That is, there must be sufficient opportunity for par-
ticipation in language activities. I will use research on the strip story
to illustrate this point.

The Strip Story
The strip story is an example of the combining arrangement

(Nation 1977) applied to group work. In the combining arrangement
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information is divided among karma loth* ail Isleatrr law
unique contribution to wake. la the drip slay, pnaliair urea
tat h cut up so that each swam or pat Wit a saleithilis i
separate piece of piper. The 'trips of paper see to estlegither tall
are distributed to a group of knew' meat aslikewariern sae
strip. The learners memorize their seams sod than pant 'Ne
strips to the teacher. This memorization is strata No ihrtirsa
ivity is solely a spoken one. If learners hasp thetilts iitt k is
usually intik liable to stop them *ow* thir -Wigs atiathtkahut
and thus diminadag the need to contribute
sentences to each other and tikawsing then, the kerma Way%
the sentences in a sensible order. After collect* the strips *goer
the teacher tabs no fierier pert In the activity, except an Men us the
completed story.

Let us now apply the conditions for twadsitists alb skip
story. In order to do the strip story k is agenda that IONS Of the
learners understand the sentences that aunt be put in order. As m-
oue who has sem the strip story tednmigae he salon knows, awe I
usually a great deal of interest in understudies and thus radio a
solution. This interest arise, from the °Wage in the stedvIty., The
material itself need not be particularly isteredles. The swoon of
new material that is met can come from two souras, from the
sentences in the strip story or from the Mow. used to any out the
activity. To ensure this kind of input is would stem desirable to have
groups of mixed ability. The fourth condition for eoiskition is low
anxiety. Because the strip story is a combhing aothity with each
learner bring dependent on the others, there *add b hew likelihood
of the threat which could be present in a superior-inferior arrange-
ment (Nation 1976). We have yet to look at the opportunity for
participation in the strip story. In order to study this, the sawn=
spoken during an exercise were classified into three toss and were
counted for each learner. The first type was repetition of the
memorized sentence by the 'owner' of ihat sentence. The second type
was ordering of the sentences like I'm the third, You haw MOM, U
we can make an order, we haw to apron ow sentence wad alter
discussion we put the order, I think we both dose together. The third
type involved seeking and giving clarification. This included
sentences like What's your sentence?, v-o-y-a-re?, You man travel,
Yes trawl, by ship, 0.K?, Your sentence start with what word?, and
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122 Paid Nation

repetition of someone else's memorized sentence.
Eight persons were involved in each exercise on the same story.

Four different groups were studied, one high proficiency group. one
low proficiency group, and two groups each with four high profi-
ciency learners and four low proficiency learners.

Repetition
In all groups the repetition of the memorized sentence yes

evenly spread. All the learners in a group repeated their sentences
about the same number of times. The average number of repetitions
depended on the particular ordering strategy used. Some groups
checked several times to see if their order was correct by saying their
sentences one after the other. In the high proficiency group each
sentence was said three or four times. In the low proficiency group
each sentence was repeated about ten times. The two mixed groups
averaged five and ten repetitions.

In the mixed groups, because overall speaking was generally
dominated by the high proficiency learners, the repetitions made up
40 per cent and 60 per cent of the low proficiency learners' speaking
and only 20 per cent and 25 per cent of the high proficiency learners'
speaking. In the homogeneous groups, repetitions made up about 30
per cent of the speaking.

The value of the repetition part of the strip story is that it
makes each 'erson participate and this participation is equally
spread, no 'natter what kind of group is involved. To increase the
value of this part of the activity it is worth encouraging the strategy
of repeating around the group to check the order.

Ordering

In homogeneous groups the spread of ordering sentences was
more even than in mixed groups. In mixed groups two out cf the
eight speakers did around 50 per cent of the speaking and four
speakers did around 75 per cent of the speaking (see Table 1).

Producing ordering sentences involves taking a directive role In
the activity. Learners who feel inferior especially in their English
proficiency are not so likely to take part in the ordering parts of the
strip story. All learner, however produced at least one ordering
sentence, whereas several learners in mixed groups produced no
clarification sentences. The difference between these two types of
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sentences could be that ordering es tissess direst allathm saw
from the speaks- to those bins organised. antiunion males=
however direct attention towards the person wires &aikidos
a potendally more anbarrassing shake.

The ordering sentences are an ummdel pertof the alp ii i,,
and of the three types of soden= they were the most hapset- type
in all groups, accounting for 40 per cent - 40 per cent of dr vt-
terances. It is sentences of this type the prune the mated *ppm-
milky for language learning during the euircise. This is became et& -
sentences are frequently used, they can be used without &sodas
much attention to the speaker (indeed, several of them seamed to be

used as comments rather than as commands), and they are an nem
tial part of the exercise.

If teachers wanted to prepare elementary karnen for the strip
story exercise the following patterns could be the most useful.

I am first
second

You are
after ...,.

You are before me (because sty sentence is about...)

Clarifkation
More than any other type of speakingduring the strip story a-

erobe, the amount of clarification sentences depends on proficiency

in English and relationships within the group. 'the group combing
solely of advanced learners toed very few clarification sentences. The

low proficiency group used many more, ind the mixed groups were
in between. In most group:, the clarification was dominated bye few

of the members of the group. In mixed groups it wee usually the ad-

vanced karnen who dominated.
There are several possibk reasons for the uneven spread of

clarification sentences in mixed groups.
(1) Low proficiency learners might not know how to seek or

give clarification. This is unlikely for two reasons. First, there are

ver Ample ways of seeking and giving clarification, such is saying
Wharf , Again please, repeating what was just saidwith question in-
tonation and giving a simpk paraphrase of a word. Secondly in the

group consisting solely of low proficiency learners, 17 per cent of the
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124 Paul Norton

sentences used were clarification and they were fairly evenly spread
among all learners in the group.

(2) Another possible reason for an uneven spread of clarifica-
tion sentences is that low proficiency learners want to participate
minimally in the strip story exercise. There is little evidence to sup-
port this as a general rule. Minims) participation would involve only
repeating the mr-torized sentence,. However, with one exception in
each mixed group, each low proficiency learner used as many order-
ing and clarification sentences as repetitions. Moreover, in the group
of only low proficiency learners, repetitions made up only 30 per cent
of the utterances.

(3) Another possible reason is that in mixed groups, low profi-
ciency learners might Feel a need for clarification but are too shy to
ask for it. The evidence supports this reason. In mixed groups low
proficiency learners who made up half of the group produced las
than 25 per cent of the clarification sentences. Some learners did not
produce any. In the group made wholly of low proficiency learners,
every learner produced several clarification sentences.

The Spread of Participation
Table I shows if the various types of speaking were dominated

by a small number of people or not. If the speaking is evenly spread,
among the eight members of the group then two people should do
around 25 per cent of the speaking and four people should do
around 50 per cent of the speaking.

Table I

The Domination of the Types of Speaking by Two and Four People
in the Grodps of Eight People

Repetition

Ordering

Clarification

-011101WW.

Mixed I Mixed 2 High Low

2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4

33% 58% 28% 54% 30% 57% 30% 57%
50% 75% 44% 81% 40% 62% 43% 69%
64'7o 8878 50% 76% 71% 100% 37% 65%
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In mixed group I for emdiple, two people Rabb 33porneet of
the repetition sentences. These two pine mother two ipobedI pot
cent of the repetition sentence& amen 33 per sun aid IS par cot
are not too far from 25 per cent and 50 per ant, dole ideate, Oho

speaking of the repetition etatemes ware fairly wady Orem% antio
the members of the group. The flares show die ter the repatitIme
seem= for all the groups. It is also oue to a Ina degree for some
of the types of speakimc for the High aadlow IMP. ,z I JO

The low proficiency group used more sierificalina NONNI.
than the high proficiency group. The his adept karma we at erg&
ins the greater the need for &Manion.

The Opthrtel Grasp for the Str.e Story lbterobe .

It should be dear from the preceding diletledell that the op-
timal group for the strip story nesedes is a removably homogeasens
group of low proficiency korner,. There we several meow for die.
First, the overall spread of partidpedon is More Ewa in a home-
piteous group. Second, the types of spooking ktvolvid are most
evenly spread among the harms in mei a group. Third, them is has
reason for learners to feel mato= about spealdrs when they are
among learners of similar proficiency. Fourth, low peollehow
kernels need to speak much more than high proficiency karate in
order to complete the exercise. So, although mined profidency
groups Waist seam intuitivdy desirable because of the poselWity of
new input to low proficiency lernerb, study of the mercies in action
gives a different result.

The Superior-Mferfor Arrangement
Let us now look briefly at two other types of ism* arrange-

ment to see bow they might pre vide She conditions for Wrap
acquisition. In the superior-inferior arrangement (Nation 1970, one
person has all the information that the others need. This is a typical
arrangement for teacher-led classes. The arrangement is also possible
with pairs of learners. The 4/3/2 technique (Maurice 1983) is a good
example of this. In this technique, each learner in a pair prepare, a
talk on a particular topic. Then the learners spend four minutes each
presenting their talks for each other. After that, they change part-
ners. They present the same talk to their new ironer, but this dme in
only three minutes. Then partners are changed again and the saw
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talks are presented in two minutes. This technique clearly profilistplenty of opportunity for participation. The rerktition of the talk ionew partners with the pressure to increase fluency because of thedecreasing time ensures the interest of the speaker. The interest ofthe listener will depend on the topic and partly on the knowledge thatthe listener will soon become the speaker on the same topic.
In a superior-inferior arrangement interest can also come fromthe challenge of the task. In the following technique the opportunityfor participation is maximised. Learners work in pairs. Let of all thelearners in one pah Learner A and Learner B. Let us also imaginethat Learner A has higher language proficiency than Learner &Learner A has the task of writing about Learner B. Learner B can tellA anything about himself but he is not allowed to write. 4 can ask B

any questions she wishes in order to write the description. In this ex-ercise the low proficiency learner, B, is superior to A because B hasall the information necessary to complete the task. A however, hasthe job of putting this information into an acceptable written form.This technique meets all the conditions fvr language acquisi-tion including providing excellent opportunities for participation.
Study of the nature of this participation could give useful informa-tion to teachers.

The Co-operating Arrangement
In the superior-inferior arrangement one learner has all the in-formation. In the combining arrangement each learner has differentinformation. In the co-operating arrangement, each learner has the

same information and they work together, on the two (or Lore).heads-are-better-than-one principle, to complete a task. Typicaltechniques using this arrangement include group composition,discussion of a reading text, and the use of buzz groups.
Co-operating activities need careful study to see what condi-tions and types of organization provide the best opportunities for

participation. This is a task that teachers can carry out in their ownclassrooms. Careful observation of learning activities can provide
useful information for the improvement of learning. One of the mostuseful effects of co-operating is the reduction of anxiety. It respon-
sibility is shared, it becomes less of a burden. A weakness in such act-ivities is that the activity is dominated by the learner in the pair orgroup.
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Some advocate of the communicadve approach (NW* .
1979) have played down the role of the teethe la Man* berth&
I have tried to show here that even in Activities where de ttaglaris
participation is minima, the teacher still has an imparted role to
play in providing the most favourable opportunities fargalkipalion
in language activities.

The communicative approach has mach IA reeleeenti IL It
Its directed attention to bow Immo is mod add to le er.
features beyond the sentence. It bas provided at hope. hor ids*
elopment of an exciting taupe of melding tea*. Pat bath oral
and written skills. It also brim wkh it several deigns Ore dun I
have given attention to hem is the down-playing of the role of the
teacher. The teacher has one job, and that is to make lank* wader.
Any avoidance of this role so that the teacher tease rely a pro-
vider of comma native etivitits seer to me to be la* sonde-
:lanai. 00er dangers %dude the ewe* of communicedon with
spoken activity, and thus a lack of emphasis on resew, and the se-
Jection of many tried and tested tedmique and procedure bemire
they do not suit the new orthodoxy. If teachers dime their suasion
to improving learning rather than following a pvticulor approach
most of these dangers will be avoided.

Table 2

Number of Sanwa* Types in s Mad OnAp Itassehe
Med 2

Learners Repetition Ordering Mint:aft Total

1 12 1 1 14

L
2 11 10 0 21

0
3 11 7 1 19

W
4 9 6 5 20

H 5 9 21 S 35

I 6 10 i9 4 33

G 7 9 31 6 46

H 8 11 33 7 51

Total 82 128 29 239 I
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Table 2 (continued)

Reasons for preferring a low proficiency homogeneous group:
I Even speed of total participion for each learner.
2 Even spread of types of speaking.
3 Less anxiety.
4 Need to speak more.

C a low proficiency learner. Italics are used to show the sentences in the story)
M He believed thin ... the good trade of nations depend on the existence a:friendly

relations. between them.
H t'es, and yours, please.
P He enjoyed the long voyager which gave
H He enjoyed what? excuse me
P Arlan: VONIKS which gave him the chance to make new friends who helped himto expand his business
S So her sentence and mine and yours.
H He doesn't believe? ( asking S to say his sentence)
S ik doesin7 believe in szporating business
H in separating busanes:
S from pleasure.

So her sentence goes along with mine and yours as well.
H And yours is?
N Actually my sentence is the first or the last sentence.

A good knowledge of English was neressary for a man in his position.
This is like ... a conclusion.

H A conclusion, yeh. A conclusion.
S So we'll take this sentence.
H Is my sentence before yours?

He pectisee tennis and practised speaking English.
S Well why don't we pick out the first and the second ... first and then go down.

Probably hers should be the first one.
W How about yours? Yours is also about this man and you have the name.S Well I think my sentence should be as close as possible to her sentence.W Oh, to her sentence. Maybe your sentence is the first one. It tells us how this man

goes by sea. Yours is the purpos 1.

t0
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